OVERVIEW
20 YEARS (AND A BIT)
18 CONFERENCES
15 COUNTRIES
AROUND 3000 ATTENDEES
577 TALKS + 105 TUTORIALS

smtp:
board@eurobsdcon.org
mastodon/twitter:
EuroBSDCon
2001 - UK

- Paul Richards, Nik Clayton, Neil Ford, Josef Karthauser, Brian Somers
- -100+? attendees
- 14 talks / 4 tutorials

- Thistle Hotel, Brighton
- 9.-11. November
2001 - UK (PICS)
2002 - NETHERLANDS

- 250+ attendees
- 18 talks / 4 tutorials
- “Best Paper”
- been there with first talk

- Mercure Hotel, Amsterdam
- 15.-17. November
“power meets beauty” + best paper + beer-license
2003 - BASE ON MOON?

• in 2002 they thought it was aliens next
• .
• .
• .
• no, but “every each year too much!”

• Moonbase, Yurop
• 30.-31. November
2004 - GERMANY

- rename ‘BSDCon Europe’ to ‘EuroBSDCon’
- 26 talks / no tutorials(?)
- conference poster - lost?

• Queens Hotel, Karlsruhe
• 29.-31. October
2005 - SWITZERLAND

- 226 attendees
- 27 countries
- 20 talks / 4 tutorials

- University of Basel, Basel
- 25-27. November
2005 - SWITZERLAND (PICS)
2006 - ITALY

- 21 talks / 4 tutorials (first PF tutorial)
- first time "spouses program"
- first time south of alps

- Novotel Milano Linate Aeroporto, Milan
- 10.-12. November
2007 - DENMARK

- 20 talks / 5 tutorials
- first Kirk double(?)
- XXX INPUT

- Symbion Science Park, Copenhagen
- 14.-15. September
2008 - FRANCE

- 21 talks / 6 tutorials
- “upload pics to flickr” ⋯
- first BSD(C)A certification

- University of Strasbourg,
  Strasbourg
- 18.-19. October
2009 - UK

- again!
- 30 talks / 3 tutorials

- University of Cambridge, Cambridge
- 18.-20. September
2010 - GERMANY

EuroBSDCon 2010 - Karlsruhe

- AGAIN, AGAIN
- but why change after success
- 22 talks / 4 tutorials

- Queens Hotel, Karlsruhe
- 29.-31. October
2010 - GERMANY (PICS)
2011 - NETHERLANDS

- again - new location
- 28 talks / 6 tutorials
- foundation forming, coming back to this later

- Meeting Plaza, Maarssen
- 6.-9. October
2012 - POLAND

- first year with Foundation backing
- 24 talks / 6 tutorials
- Dan talks about conf orga
- kinky social event
- University of Technology, Warsaw
- 18.-21. October

EuroBSDCon 2023 - Coimbra - 20+ Years
2013 - MALTA

- 46 talks - double up!
- 11 tutorials
- Y2038 talk

- Hilton Conference Centre, St. Julian’s
- 28.-29. September
2014 - BULGARIA

- 37 talks / 7 tutorials
- “raffle” (first?)
- GROFF / first devsummit
- first livestream (??)

- Inter Expo Center, Sofia
- 25.-28. September
2015 - Sweden

- 29 talks / 4 tutorials
- BSD(C)A Certification is back
- I resurface - attendee side

- Stockholm University, Stockholm
- 1.-4. October

EuroBSDCon 2023 - Coimbra - 20+ Years
2016 - SERBIA

• 29 talks / 4 tutorials
• 174 att, 27 countries
• my funny tutorial - BYOL!

• Radisson Blu, Belgrade
• 22.-25. September
2017 - FRANCE

- 312 att / 32 countries
- 32 talks / 7 tutorials
- Expensive clothes..

- Espace Saint Martin, Paris
- 21.-24. September
2018 - ROMANIA

- 181 att / 37 countries
- 32 talks / 6 tutorials
- University Politehnica, Bucharest
- 20.-23. September
2019 - NORWAY

- 214 attendees
- 37 talks / 6 tutorials
- Expensive beer..

- Scandic Hotel, Lillehammer
- 19.-22. September
2020 - ONLINE/BSDCAN

- was announced/planned for Vienna
- pointless to have the same talks online again - and such

- Online (Ottawa, CA)
- 3.-6. June
2021 - ONLINE “VIENNA”

- 530 “attendees”
- 25 talks
- no BSDCan

- Indaahneeet, Vienna
- 17.-19. September

EuroBSDCon 2023 - Coimbra - 20+ Years
2022 - VIENNA

- 169 attendees
- 35 talks / 5 tutorials
- Schnitzel+Strudel

Technical University, Vienna
- 15.-18. September

EuroBSDCon 2023 - Coimbra - 20+ Years
2023 - COIMBRA

• X attendees (hah)
• 31 talks / 9 tutorials

• Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra
• 14.-17. September
EUROBSDCON FOUNDATION SINCE DEC 28, 2011

PROVIDING FUTURE CONFERENCES WITH:

- financial backing/responsibility
- registration and payment (likely new one around)
- provide online infrastructure
- sponsoring via established contacts
- advise based on previous experience
- help with visa matters / travel
- Paul Schenkeveld travel grant
2024 - GUESSWORK, COME BACK CLOSING TALK